Teen Librarian Reading Recommendations
Summer 2024
Morgan Strand, Nyack Library
Katrina Hohlfeld, Valley Cottage Library

Grades 9+

Cooking with Monsters: The Beginner’s Guide to Culinary Combat - Jordan Alsaqa (GN)
Fire From the Sky - Moa Backe Åstot (Romance)
The Prisoner's Throne: A Novel of Elfame – Holly Black (Fantasy)
Gather - Kenneth M. Cadow (Realistic)
Kindling – Traci Chee (Fantasy)
The Atlas of Us – Kristin Dwyer (Romance)
Bright Red Fruit – Safia Elhillo (Verse)
A Tempest of Tea - Hafsah Faizal (Fantasy)
A Place for Vanishing - Ann Fraistat (Horror)
Sky’s End – Marc J Gregson (Sci-Fi)
Check & Mate - Ali Hazelwood (Romance)
Salt the Water - Candice Iloh (Verse)
The Reappearance of Rachel Price – Holly Jackson (Mystery)
How the Boogeyman Became a Poet - Tony Keith Jr. (Verse Memoir)
Forever is Now – Mariama J. Lockington (Verse)
The Deep Dark - Molly Knox Ostertag (GN)
Divine Rivals: A Novel – Rebecca Ross (Fantasy)
Accountable: the True Story of a Racist Social Media Account and the Teenagers Whose Lives It Changed—Dashka Slater (Non-Fiction)
Lunar New Year Love Story – Gene Luen Yang (GN/Romance)
The Black Girl Survives in This One – Desiree S. Evans (Horror/Short Stories)
The Collectors: Stories – A.S King (Short Stories)